
V3
  setting new standards

2 x power

4 x speed

Smarter and smallerFeed back

Auto calibration



V3

- setting new standards

New intriguing design
More than a decade of experience

boiled down to one supreme product



V3
Easiest access

You are the sole owner of your Danalock.

If you want others to have access to your home, 

you just create and send permanent, recurrent, or

temporary access-keys via SMS or email. 

You can choose to recieve a notification 

when the user accepts your invitation 

and whenever your lock is used.



V3

Know when your kids get home
Get notified when your lock is used
- and by whom.



V3 Easier to mount
Mounting of the Danalock V3

is easier than ever. Just fit

it over the bracket and

turn it to snap it on.

Global fit
The only smartlock to fit

any region globally - from

US and Europe to Japan.



V3
Easy to install

Install the Danalock App on your phone in 

seconds and be guided fast and easy through 

the calibration and setup of your Danalock.
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TwistAssist
Turn the handle slightly 

and the door locks or unlocks 

and lights up in red or green.
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Interoperability
Interoperability has always been

a cornerstone in Danalock products.

The V3 is by far the most versatile 

and flexible platform available, 

and is setting new standards in 

cross platform interoperability.

Let Danalock sense you are near and

trigger all your smart home commands.

Compatible with Amazon Echo,

Nest, IFTTT, Harmony, Bluetooth Smart,

Z-Wave, Zigbee and HomeKit.

Danalock delivers full SDKs and APIs

for full partner integration.
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Strong security
The danalock V3 is the strongest,

fastest, smallest and most secure

smartlock in the market

Danalock uses AES256, the most

advanced encryption method

for transfering data and TPM – Trusted

Platform Module to store encryption keys.



V3

Product Dimensions
2 ⁹/₃₂” x 2 ⁹/₃₂” / 59 mm x 59 mm

Item Weight ex. Batteries
4.58 Ounces / 130 grams

Item Weight incl. Batteries
6.89 Onces / 195 grams

Batteries 
4 CR123A batteries 
(not included)

Average Battery Life 
app. 9000 cycles 

Radio 
BLE/HomeKit/
Zigbee/Z-Wave

Color 
Silver

Material 
Anodized Aluminum 
/ ABS

Finish 
Anodized Aluminum

Danalock V3 specifications:
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